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Whiteheath Infant and
Nursery School
Maintaining Excellence at
Whiteheath

are eligible for Pupil Premium with monthly team
meetings to monitor progress.
Our professional team of highly-trained teaching
assistants and HLTAs play a significant part in the
achievement of our success. We are constantly
evaluating how we are supporting children, and
have a flexible approach.

Whiteheath is a large Infant school, located in a
residential area. Attainment on entry is above the
national average. Approximately a quarter of pupils
are from ethnic minorities.
When I was appointed in 2005 Whiteheath was
already a very good school with high standards
of achievement. We embarked upon an exciting
journey to achieve the Outstanding Ofsted
judgement in 2007. Now our challenge is to
continue improving with the aim to provide the
very best education for our pupils.
Our Vision
“We inspire, grow and recognise our
achievements together”
Our results at the end of KS1 are high, and have had
an improving trend since 2008. We are particularly
pleased with the level 3 results of Writing 56%,
Reading 54% and maths 43%.

A key to our success was the development of
Thinking Skills and Philosophy, and in 2010
achieved the Thinking School Award. Our report in
2013 noted “Whiteheath Infant and Nursery School
continues to provide an excellent example of how
a cognitive approach to learning can complement
other pedagogical approaches in seeking to meet
the educational needs of the children.’
The teaching of phonics is a strength of the school
with 93% of pupils passing the phonic screening
check in 2014. We have introduced Talk for
Writing across the school and focus on developing
children’s enjoyment of literature. Every child has
a special ‘First of the Month’ book in which they
write monthly. This is monitored every month by
the Head and Deputy.
Our work as a National Support School has had
an impact on our continued success. Working
with other teachers and leaders has provided some
wonderful opportunities for our staff to develop
their knowledge, experience and leadership skills.
We believe strongly in leadership development for
staff at all levels, and run an in-house leadership

How did we get to Outstanding?
Staff at Whiteheath Infant and Nursery School treat
each child as an individual and tailor the learning
experiences to them. Pupil progress meetings are
held termly and this ensures a range of interventions
can be put into place allowing all children to
succeed. We have a strong focus on pupils who
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development programme each year for aspiring
leaders, many of whom have been promoted to
leadership posts. Our School Business Manager
is a member of our strong and forward looking
leadership team. We are also a Coaching School,
and coaching is used to support pupils and staff.
Our children are fully involved in leadership too.
We have an elected School Council who have
recently worked with our Catering Company to
improve the lunch provision. Our ECO Warriors
have created a school garden and are growing
vegetables, as well as helping us all save electricity
and recycle wherever possible.
ICT has been a priority for development over the
last 2 years. We have installed an ICT suite in the
nursery, ipads in Reception and year 1, lap tops in
Year 2. We are now providing ipads for all teachers
and a new ICT suite in Year 2.

self-developers who will help us on our journey.
Everyone brings something new to our school, and
we embrace change.
What will the future bring?
Our current focus is developing our new system
for Assessment without Levels. The changes
to the new curriculum are still new, and we are
considering widening our science curriculum to
encompass some aspects.
Our maths specialist teacher has led the
developments of the new maths curriculum, and
we are looking at mastery and what this might
mean in practice.

Where are we now?

It is a privelidge to be a Headteacher of such a
vibrant school where all members of staff have
high expectations for the children in their care, and
strive to provide the very best education for these
children.

The challenge at this time every year is to celebrate
the success of staff moving on, often for promotion
to leadership posts, while appointing ardent

Christine Weaving
Headteacher
Whiteheath Infant & Nursery School
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